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Editor’s comment
2015 has marked the third year that
Internet Retailing has looked at the
international market in detail with
a dedicated research report on the
subject. However where in previous
years the focus has been on top-level
email survey results, for 2015 we
wanted to dive deeper into retailers’
strategies to speak to more retailers in
more depth about their international
plans, finding out when and where
they are expanding, their reasons
for doing so and the challenges and
opportunities they face.
Once again our research reports
wouldn’t be possible without the
support of our partners who have not
only provided us access to some of
their customers but also shared their
detailed knowledge of the market to
help retailers understand the benefits
their solutions can bring for any
business considering international
expansion. Thanks to SDL and
Electio, a newly launched division of
My Parcel Delivery.
Our last research report on
international was published in
September 2014 and much has
happened since, with international
expansion continuing to be a high
priority for retailers looking for

growth. In our first part of the report
therefore we look at the state of the
market in the past twelve months
(page 6 to 7) to understand who has
hit the headlines for their international
strategies and why.
In the biggest section of this report
(pages 8 to 17) we move onto the
interviews and case studies upon
which this latest research report is
based. The spotlight section puts the
strategies of more than 15 retailers
to the test to find out more about
their plans and priorities. This is
where you can hear directly from your
international and ecommerce director
peers, with a range of retailers from
the likes of Animal to John Lewis.
Of course whilst international
expansion is a natural growth story it
will only succeed if it’s well considered
and well planned – it’s no use simply
following your competitors into a
market if your business structure and
systems aren’t well enough established
to cope. Choosing the right markets
and the right time (page 18 to 19) is
absolutely key when it comes to taking
a domestic business model abroad.
A well planned expansion means
understanding the opportunities and
risks (page 20 to 21) and whilst our

research showed that many of these
remained similar to previous years
how they impacted businesses was
changing, with currency volatility
particularly hitting retailers’
expansion programmes in the past
twelve months.
Of course to help with such
complexities are the third party
suppliers who assist retailers in
their expansion. In this part of the
report (page 26-27) we meet SDL and
Electio in person – reporting from
the live video event that supports
this research report and where our
partners not only fed back their take
on the research but also explained
in more depth how they can help
retailers overcome the barriers they
face in international expansion.
Getting international strategy
right inevitably means learning from
your peers. In our admired retailers
section (page 29) our interviewees
share their opinions on who they
feel have nailed their international
strategy. Surprisingly perhaps
although many names are mentioned
in this section – and ASOS rates the
highest of these – opinions vary,
proving once again the complexities
of international expansion.
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Introducing the editor
Liz Morrell is an experienced retail and business
news and features journalist who has more
than 15 years’ experience of writing about the
retail sector. She is a former features editor of
Retail Week where she spent more than 9 years
as a full-timer. She loves all things retail but
just wishes her “research” (insert shopaholic
tendencies here) didn’t cost her quite so much.

EXPERT’S VIEW

With delivery and returns
one of the biggest challenges
when expanding overseas,
how does the use of a delivery
management platform help?
The 21st century shopper is a world away
from those willing to wait five to seven
working days for their online purchases
to arrive, regardless of where they are
in the world. Ecommerce retailers face
massive pressure to make their delivery
options the best they can possibly be.
And it’s the customer that controls and
dictates when and where they want their
parcels delivered.
Delivery has become a key
battleground for differentiation.
Competition for ecommerce market
share is fierce and abandonment
rates, for those that don’t offer the
right options or don’t make it easy for
shoppers, are staggeringly high.
It’s not easy to keep delighting
your customers. But can you really
afford to lose out on delivery? Delivery
management platforms (DMP) enable
ecommerce businesses to make the right
decisions on every single delivery and
help them scale their businesses quickly
when they want to expand overseas.
Retailers need to offer multiple
delivery options that take into account
everything from the shape and size of the
parcel to the location and demographic
of the customer. But this is time
consuming and drags the focus away
from the core business of selling.
A DMP speeds up the whole process.
Ecommerce retailers can integrate their
own carrier agreements into a single
platform, or use the DMP provider
to find and negotiate new contracts
with everyone from local specialists to
international carrier groups.
It’s much easier to become
international with a DMP. For one thing,
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retailers don’t need to find international
tax and customs experts – relevant
documents are automatically created
and printed. They can also offer exactly
the same choice of costs and delivery
speeds internationally as they would to
UK customers.
A DMP should take into account all
local customs, such as a preference for
pick up locations in Poland, so that
they’re offering the right choices for
customers. That protects your brand and
encourages repeat custom.
It should also make the best possible
decisions about which carrier to employ
for each delivery. This is based on set
criteria pre-determined by the retailer
and the DMP provider and can take
into account anything from dimensions
to destination. Labels are then
automatically generated, saving time and
removing the risk of human error.
Managing returns is now a huge
piece of the jigsaw. If your returns
policy isn’t easy and reliable then you
might lose the initial sale. Fashion
retailers are especially conscious of this
– appreciating that, even though they
have to deal with lots of returns, they
need to make the process as seamless as
possible because it’s a key part of their
sales strategy.
A DMP can help with everything
from generating returns labels to
providing a global returns portal
with multi-lingual, multi-currency
functionality that offers free or paid
returns right down to single item level.
Again, this is all based on the retailer’s
pre-defined set of business rules.
Retailers can also save a substantial

amount on their delivery charges
depending on which DMP provider
they use – especially if they can access
the provider’s aggregated rates to
benefit from their bulk purchasing
power which really comes into its own
for shopping overseas.
There are a number of DMPs out
there but integration times and usability
can be a sticking point. An out-ofthe-box solution can shave months
off installation meaning you’re seeing
return on investment much earlier. But
that doesn’t mean that the technology
shouldn’t be robust and future-proof –
this is business critical stuff after all.
DMPs make you more accountable
to customers. Customer service teams
can simply log-in to find out where each
parcel is. However you should beware
that your chosen DMP doesn’t use
different language for different carriers
since this is confusing for both staff
and customers. Everything should be
presented in one consistent and easy to
understand format – regardless of which
carrier you’re using for the consignment.
Tracking information can also be
passed directly onto consumers by
email, effectively empowering retailers
to empower their customers – which is
ultimately what the 21st century shopper
wants. For a retailer then the use of a
Delivery Management Platform really
can make international expansion easier.

Andy Hill

Commercial director
www.electiodelivers.com

EXPERT’S VIEW

How can retailers best
ensure they successfully
replicate their domestic brand
experience when expanding
into international markets?
Whether it’s on the high street or
online, when it comes to customer
experience, global brands need to take a
number of variables into account when
communicating with consumers in a way
that’s both personalised and relevant.
Although language may seem like an
obvious component to communicating
with a customer appropriately, true
language translation often goes beyond
traditional translation and can be the
differentiating factor in creating an
exceptional customer experience and
impacts what goes in the shopping cart.
Localised marketing and cultural
awareness are especially important
when it comes to reaching savvy online
millennial shoppers. The first key to
an effective global growth strategy is to
centralise the web content through a
common template that can be broadly
machine translated, but then modified
at the local level. This way, your brand
identity will look consistent without
having to sacrifice deployment speed.
Cultural variances are present on
the high street, from what products are
offered to how they are merchandised,
but these nuances are often lost
online. Cultural awareness is critical,
both in terms of language and visual
merchandising. Knowing the local slang
(“sneakers” for Americans, “trainers” for
Brits and “tennis shoes” for Australians)
means that keywords can be tailored to
regional preferences, delivering a far
more personalised shopping experience
than base language alone. Culture also
greatly impacts merchandising.
Step one should see you build a
language and cultural content strategy.

Forty six percent of millennials surveyed
by SDL shared that that language plays
a critical role in their purchase decision.
Retailers are likely already collecting
cultural preferences, including language
along with other data sets, and if so,
the next natural step is to decide how
to leverage this data to engage with
your customer. Consider looking into
more sophisticated options than simply
offering two to three language options on
the website, such as translation services.
These days, savvy online customers pay
attention to how technology is used to
market to them, so simply offering local
language websites, ad hoc and lastminute fixes are not nearly enough. If
you can provide relevant experiences,
you will have the ability to engage with
your customers on their terms.
When it comes to talking to
customers you need to target them in
their native, not geographic language.
Customers live in multilingual settings,
even within the same country. In the
UK, one in four millennials speak a
language other than English at home.
In other English speaking countries, the
percentage is higher at 32%. By being
culturally not geographically sensitive,
retailers have an opportunity to reach
between a quarter and a third more
customers. If you embrace a localisation
strategy that is grounded in customer
engagement preferences and engages
them through culture and conversation
that isn’t limited to geographic
boundaries, it will be easier to establish
trust with your customers.
And finally you need to focus on
keeping the conversation active beyond

the sale by continuing the conversation
in the customers’ language beyond
pre-sale, purchase and support.
Making a wide range of self-service
assets accessible for customers in
their language will keep them coming
back and engaging with your brand.
Five out of six millennials reported
to SDL that they connect with brands
over social networks, which is a great
opportunity to continue to engage with
loyal customers beyond the sale in a
way that can expand your reach. When
customers share information in their
language of choice with their networks,
it opens the door for you to expand your
presence in cultural market segments.
In today’s global economy, retailers
that are able to replicate the in-store
experience and provide a localised
approach to online shopping will have
a significant advantage. Speaking the
language of your customers pays off for
the relationship and ultimately your
bottom line.

Paige O’Neill

Chief marketing ofﬁcer
www.sdl.com
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2015 MARKET REVIEW

State of the market
International expansion has continued to be a high priority for retailers in the past twelve
months. Here we look at how and why international expansion has hit the headlines in 2015.

I

nternational strategies have been credited for huge
growth for a number of retailers over the past
year and predictions for the international market
remain strong.
New figures from Forrester, published this
June, said that in Europe alone cross-border online sales
will pass the €40 billion (£28.5 billion) mark by 2018
up from €29 billion (£20.8 billion) this year. The report
suggested that cross border sales already account for 16%
of all Western European online retail sales with many
buyers originating from less mature markets such as Italy
and Spain. More than a quarter (28%) of European online
retailers are expected to sell across borders by 2018.
The opportunity globally is even bigger and it’s something
that retailers big and small want to be in on as they look to
promote further growth in their businesses. In a survey by
the Royal Mail in February this year nearly two thirds (65%)
of retailers said that they planned to increase international
sales over the next 12 months with more than 84% targeting
countries they didn’t already trade in and US topping the
target list for having the greatest opportunities thanks in
part to the strength of its the dollar. The previous year had
seen just over half (39%) cite increasing international sales
as a target for their business.

“There is much to play
for since the retailers
that have already
expanded overseas
are seeing good
international trade on
the whole.”
Colin Saunders, international ecommerce specialist and
previously part of the international teams for both House of
Fraser and Tesco, says there is all to play for: “International
is an enormous opportunity but it’s not necessarily an easy
one and it takes retailers out of their comfort zone,” he says.
He believes that many retailers are still at the early
stages of their international journey. “If we take real
internationalisation as being a completely local website
with local marketing etc as the end goal then I think you can
look at the UK retail landscape and say that the majority of
retailers have not gone there yet,” he says.
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But retailers have it on the horizon and many are
preparing themselves by ensuring their businesses and
systems are in the best shape to handle international
growth. Austin Reed Group for example has undergone
a replatforming in recent months that will help support
its international expansion – not only allowing it to
merchandise products more effectively but also offer
enhanced delivery options and provide the ability to
purchase in multiple currencies.
Exactly how retailers enter new markets also continues
once again to vary depending on the retailer – with some
choosing marketplace strategies initially, others testing
the market with websites, ensuring minimum investment
and risk and others getting their brand known through
a physical route first. This really is still dependent on
the brand. Stationery group Paperchase launched its
dedicated French language website in April. The launch
could signal the rollout of further country specific
websites for the brand as the retailer embraces a global
multichannel strategy but it follows on from – rather than
preludes – physical expansion. The company’s wholesale
arm last year established its first presence in Staples
stores in the US whilst concessions in retailers such as
Galeries Lafayette in France, Karstadt in Germany and
Arnotts in Republic of Ireland have seen the company’s
international presence expand.
There is much to play for since the retailers that have already
expanded overseas are seeing good international trade on the
whole. Last summer fashion retailer White Stuff announced
an almost doubling in profits – something it attributed largely
to its increased online and international expansion. The
company has adopted continued a three-pronged approach
to international sales that includes both stores in Northern
Europe, wholesaling and franchises within a German
department store chain. The brand has said its concentration
is on developing its brand, product, customer experience and
service proposition in order to support both domestic and
overseas growth.
Similarly in May 2015 SPAR International revealed that its
overseas expansion was key to its success with entry into ten
new territories, including five new countries in Asia, Africa
and Eastern Europe as well as new regions in Russia and
China where retail sales grew by 33% and 25% respectively.
Holland & Barrett, which also rebranded its group
business to Holland & Barrett International earlier this
year said in June 2015 that it had reported record turnover
growth for its year ended September 2014 thanks in part to
its international store base which comprises 300 owned and
franchise store across Europe and in other overseas markets
such as Singapore, Malta, Dubai and China.
And on a larger scale Marks and Spencer has also
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BREAKING CHINA
accelerated its expansion plans after announcing last
year that it was to open 250 new international stores by
2016, more than half of which would be through franchise
partners. The news included the announcement of 15 new
franchise stores across Finland and Norway as well as a
Finnish website this year. The first Nordic store opened in
Helsinki in October.
Another fashion retailer which is expanding aggressively
this year is New Look. The company’s chief executive
Anders Kristiansen said in May that the £780 million
takeover of his business by South African billionaire
Christo Wiese and his investment vehicle provided the
perfect stimulus for international expansion allowing it to
speed up its growth in China.
Similarly H&M is also aggressively expanding with big
pushes into China and the US where most of its 400 new
stores will be targeted as well as launches into markets
such as India, Peru (where it debuted in May 2015), South
Africa and Taiwan and online store launches into Eastern
Europe and Belgium, Switzerland and Portugal. Although
it collaborates with franchising partners in some markets
the retailer says that franchising is not generally part of the
company’s expansion strategy preferring instead to run its
stores itself.
Other retailers are earlier on in their international
journey. In March furniture retailer DFS unveiled its vision
of taking DFS from being, in the words of the company’s
chief executive Ian Filby, “a great British business to a
world class business”. The company’s current international
portfolio stands at only four stores - three in the Republic
of Ireland and a Netherlands store which opened in
November 2014 but the company has said it sees significant
opportunity to develop the DFS brand internationally.
At stationery retailer Ryman the international journey is
about to begin with international expansion on the agenda
for its brand for next year. Its fellow group brand Boux
Avenue however already has an international presence in
over fourteen countries despite being a newer concept. The
company has established an international franchise team to
expand the brand internationally and as of last December
had nine international stores with United Arab Emirates
one of the latest country debuts. Boss Theo Paphitis has
said that current franchise partners have plans to open
more than 65 stores in the next five years with further
partnerships under negotiation.
Of course international has also hit the headlines
for the wrong reasons too and there have been some
stark reminders of the risk of international expansion
over the past 12 months. Who’d have thought for
example that expanding into Egypt some years before
would have resulted in Mike Coupe, chief executive of

How retailers are looking to smash the Chinese market
China remains one of the hottest markets for
international expansion in 2015 with many retailers
targeting the market as they seek to exploit the
potential there.
These include the likes of Burberry and New Look,
the latter of which has plans to open more than 50
stores in China over the next year. At its most recent
results announcement in June New Look revealed a
strong performance in its first year of trading in China
and continued rapid expansion. By March the company
had 19 stores in the country but opened a further
11 in April and May to take the retailer to 30 stores
operating across China and a further 30 planned by
March next year.
Fellow fashion retailer H&M is another retailer
that is expanding in China in particular with most of
its current international expansion of 400 new stores
planned for China and the US.
Similarly House of Fraser announced in April that it
would expand across China with new stores launches
including in Nanjung, Chongquing and Xuzhou
beginning in 2016. The company was bought by
Chinese conglomerate Sanpower last year.
But for all the rush to get into China too retailers
are learning as well. Marks & Spencer, for example,
has in the last twelve months reviewed its coverage
in China, choosing instead to focus on Shanghai and
close five of its smaller regional stores as well as
announcing its intention to open flagship stores in
Beijing and Guangzhou.
Sainsbury’s, being sentenced to two years in jail in April
after accusations of embezzlement. It took a further
two months for Coupe, who wasn’t even employed by
Sainsbury’s at the time of the dispute, to be acquitted but
was a worrying reminder of the very real danger of going
into foreign markets.
Meanwhile it was only two years ago in 2013 that fellow
grocer Tesco exited the US after spending more than £1.2
billion but never actually making a profit there.
Indeed set-up costs can be huge for brands going into
a new market. Electrical goods retailer AO.com made its
international debut in Germany in October 2014. It chose
to enter the market with an ambitious set-up that replicated
its UK offering and included a substantial logistics offer but
that still cost it in excess of £4 million – impacting its most
recent profits announcement.
Whilst international is still very much on the agenda
it seems 2015 has shown that retailers still need to also
remember to balance the cost to a business.
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CASE STUDIES

Spotlight on
international growth
We speak to a mix of retailers to showcase their international
strategies and understand where and why they have expanded
recently and where their next priorities lay.

FREESTYLEEXTREME:

20 localised sites and counting
Bristol based FreestyleXtreme is a rider owner website with
more than 70,000 moto and action sports products in stock
and which also claims to be America’s number one moto
store. The company started its days as a mail order catalogue
business launched in the UK in 2003 to supply motocross
lifestyle clothing. A website launched the following year with
multiple languages introduced shortly after.
Today the company ships to around 60 countries
worldwide each month and actively targets 20 countries with
20 fully localised website storefronts in 12 languages and 14
currencies according to FreestyleXtreme managing director
Shaun Loughlin.
To date the company’s focus is on Western Europe, North
America, Australia and New Zealand but the company has
also recently expanded to Eastern Europe and is currently
launching in a number of new markets, including Asia where
it sees a huge potential for its brand.
“We’re in the process of launching into the Chinese and
Finnish markets,” says Loughlin. “We’ve chosen the Chinese
market because of the sheer scale of the market. It has the
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potential to be more lucrative for us than the whole of North
America,” he says.
Similarly the company’s entry into Finland is also down
to the potential demand there. “Finland we’ve chosen
because we have a lot of traffic from Finland that converts
extremely well already, despite no local storefront being
offered,” says Loughlin.
Next on the list in the following twelve months will be
launches into Japan and South America with the retailer
choosing local marketplaces as the best and most cost
effective route in for its brand.

CASE STUDIES

JOHN LEWIS:

A determined focus on its domestic
market despite a 15 country ambition
Department store giant John Lewis is a brand that has long
been rumoured to be taking its store and brand concept
international – particularly since the company now has stores
at both St Pancras International and Heathrow’s Terminal
2 - both stores that were seen as testing grounds to expand the
brand’s reputation and brand presence amongst international
customers. In addition the company also delivers to 33
countries through www.johnlewis.com.
Yet speaking at an international retail event earlier this
year John Lewis’ managing director Andy Street stressed that
international stores were not on the horizon as the company
had much to do to exploit store opportunities in the UK first.
Instead the retailer is taking a different route. “We have
an ambition to seed the John Lewis brand internationally
and increase awareness overseas but this isn’t about opening
new physical shops overseas,” says John Lewis’ head of
internationally development Katie Jordan.
The retailer began a wholesale export trial in Korea with
department store business Shinsegae in Spring 2012. The

partner buys the goods from John Lewis on a wholesale basis
and then sells them in seven of their department stores.
The products are situated within a dedicated John Lewis
department alongside other home assortments with dedicated
sales staff, says Jordan.
The departments are between 570 and 785 sq ft, making
them comparable in size to the retailer’s Peter Jones Candle
Shop. “The current range comprise around 580 options
of John Lewis own brand products focussed on bath, bed
and tableware products with some home accessories such
as candles, frames, clocks and barware,” says Jordan.
“Bestselling items include duvet covers, Hungarian Goose
down duvet, cutlery and glassware,” she says.
Although initially just a test Jordan says the partnership
has worked well. “Our partnership with Shinsegae was a trial
but it has been very successful. It has given us confidence that
the John Lewis brand is strong in markets where the product
can be afforded by the local market and we are looking to
expand to more territories on a similar basis,” says Jordan.
The company will launch in Singapore this July with own
similar instore departments in two Robinsons stores in
Heeren (Orchard Road) and Raffles City. “The Robinsons
brand is a perfect fit for John Lewis with a similar heritage
and proposition and market share,” says Jordan.
And in April of this year John Lewis also announced
openings in 11 branches of SM department stores and Our
Home Stores in the Philippines.
“We held a showcase in Peter Jones to show potential
international partners what John Lewis can offer in terms of
our product range and have an ambition to be in 15 countries
in the next five years,” says Jordan.
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AO:

Replicating everything from
logistics to brand overseas
AO says it is a company on a mission – to become a leading
European online retailer of electrical products coupled with
great customer service. “Launching sites across new European
territories is fundamental to this,” says Kevin Monk, group
strategy director and managing director of ao.de.
The company has begun its launch in Germany using the
same business model as in the UK with a similar hub and
spoke distribution system too. The company has also worked
with many of the same manufacturers to take advantage of
what it believes is a huge opportunity in the market.
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The company’s German website launched in October 2014.
“Our rationale is that Germany is the largest addressable
major domestic appliances market in Europe. It is about twice
the size of the British market,” says Monk.
He says the opportunities of the German retail market
offers big opportunities. “It is evident that German retail will
shift more and more to online in all markets. With this in
mind we expect to grow strongly in this market over the next
three to five years,” he says.
After Germany the company will then consider expansion
in other EU markets, initially focusing on markets adjacent
to Germany such as the Netherlands and Belgium although
its primary focus will remain Germany. “We are not at a stage
where we have decided where to go next but we are taking
investigative steps to facilitate further expansion into markets
adjacent to Germany. The plan is to expand safely because we
want to grow in a way that doesn’t compromise the service
that the customer receives and we expect to do this within the
coming financial year,” says Monk.
He says the company will continue to build on the
strength of the brand internationally “Our progress in
Germany has given us the confidence that our model can be
replicated across territories and that our systems are fully
transferable. The market-leading proposition we have in
the UK has found favour with the German consumer, with
feedback and reviews stating that ao.de is “wunderbar”.
We believe that we have disrupted the German MDA
market and will continue to do so as we build and grow,”
says Monk. However he says it has been a steep learning
curve. “We have been delighted with our progress in
Germany so far but our biggest challenge has been winning
over the hearts and minds of the brands. This is something
we continued to invest huge amounts of time and energy
into and have found the progress to be swift. Fifteen years
of progress in the UK has been compressed into twelve
months in Germany,” he says.

CASE STUDIES

OFFICE:

Stepping up its international efforts
Footwear retailer Office trades both online and offline
internationally. It operates a small number of concessions in
the US and has a number of standalone stores in Germany
after first opening in the country in May 2013.
Although the company ships internationally from both
its www.office.co.uk and www.offspring.co.uk websites the
retailer this year opened its first international website with
a dedicated Germany website www.officelondon.de. “We
chose to open a German website as we already had a store
presence there so this was essential to support the stores,”
says Robin Worthington, multichannel director at Office. He
says the retailer also sought to expand its online sales in the
country, taking advantage of the country’s rapidly expanding
ecommerce market and building on the strong sales the
retailer had already seen from its UK website.
Although the retailer won’t disclose where it’s targeting

in the next twelve months Worthington says international
expansion is a key priority. “International growth is one of
the core strategic growth objectives at Office, although the
backbone, and key focus, remains our UK store and online
business,” says Worthington.
Both Ireland and Germany are important international
markets for the brand since the company has a store presence
in both territories and therefore brand awareness is higher.
“Looking purely online, we do very well out of Northern
Europe, and France particularly has traditionally been a
strong market for Office, probably due to the fact that many
French customers travel frequently to London, so have an
awareness of the brand and therefore the website,” says
Worthington. “There is enormous potential for growing sales
to new customers, with less significant costs than opening new
stores,” says Worthington.

BIG RED GROUP:

Big expansion plans with little cost
At Big Red Group CEO Richard O’Connor says around
35% of its business currently come from overseas with
the company trading on various marketplaces abroad.
These include eBay in USA, Canada, Australia, France and
Germany; Amazon in the same markets as Ebay plus Italy
and Spain; TradeMe in New Zealand and a dedicated website
in Australia too – www.bigredtoolboxau.com.
“Our most recent new market entry was New Zealand,
via Trade Me,” says O’Connor. “We noticed we were getting
significant traction from New Zealand customers via our
eBay.com.au store, so it was a natural progression. We also
launched a dedicated website, wwwbigredtoolboxau.com
for the Australian market for one of our primary categories,
tools,” he says. “Prior to that, we launched in Canada on both
eBay and Amazon, again from analysing buying patterns from
existing marketplaces and then setting up a more focussed
offering,” says O’Connor.
And further growth is planned in the next twelve months,
as the retailer looks to continue to exploit its international
opportunities. “We have a very broad, wide range of
products (in excess of 300,000 SKUs and growing) which
means that there is normally at least a couple of categories
that will work in a new international market, so we have
great scope for continued expansion with low incremental
cost,” says O’Connor.

He says the group is currently re-working the way that it
operates its eBay stores in order to allow rapid launches of
focussed, country-specific offerings, as well as implementing
some new worldwide carrier options.
Once these summer projects are competed he says the
retailer will begin a strategic rollout on most international
eBay sites as well as continuing to available new and smaller,
local marketplaces and new initiatives such as shopping club
website www.jet.com.
The company has ambitious plans for the future too.
“Beyond that, we are currently developing an international
roadmap, which will see curated, fully translated and
localised launches in target countries which require more
investment that simply listing on additional marketplaces,”
he says. Amongst these O’Connor says the likes of China
and India are key targets in the next three to five years but
says that the company is committed to continued growth in
its key existing markets too.
O’Connor says that for his business international expansion
is an extremely high priority. “Our model is very flexible and
scalable and marketplaces allow rapid, low risk testing to
identify the places you should invest and build your brand in
the long term. We plan to do exactly that,” he says.
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NEW LOOK:

Building scale fast in four key markets
New Look is one retailer on a huge international push
currently – with efforts especially renewed following the
company’s takeover earlier this year. This is a company that
already has 800 stores across 23 countries including its own
stores in the likes of France, Belgium, Poland, China and the
Netherlands and franchise stores across the likes of Russia,
Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Asia. Through its online
store the retailer also delivers to more than 120 countries
worldwide and has fully localised sites for both the German
and French markets which it launched in 2014.
At its most recent results in June the company revealed a
strong trading performance for its first year of operating in
China. The company initially began trading on the T-mall
marketplace before launching its first stores and has rapidly
expanded its store network there - rising from 19 stores at its
year end to March to 30 by the time of its results in June and
with 70 planned by March of next year.
The retailer has also continued its expansion in France,
Poland and Germany with further store openings in the
countries. “New Look believes that our international
expansion is a key opportunity for growth. We have a
disciplined approach and have prioritised four international

markets – China, France, Poland and Germany,” says Steve
Challes, group business development director at New Look.
“All were chosen as having significant scale and a strong
appetite for our value fashion offer. In China, we have just
completed our first successful year and now trade from
over 30 stores. In September 2014, we also launched on the
TMall marketplace platform to begin our ecommerce trading
learnings in the market,” says Challes.
However the retailer is not expanding without consideration
having announced in early 2014 that it was pulling out of
Russia and Ukraine thanks to the political uncertainty in those
markets. The company’s CEO Anders Kristiansen has pointed
out that international expansion – as well as being a great route
for growth, also helps to minimise the company’s exposure to
the vagaries of the UK weather in the longer term.
But New Look is also conscious of the need to tailor
to local markets. “The most important – and obvious challenge is to recognise that each market is different,”
says Challes. “So, while our stores will always have a
consistent look and feel and clearly be ‘New Look’, we work
to optimise the specific product range using in-market local
knowledge from our teams,” he says.

ANIMAL:

Hunting out seemingly
unlikely locations
At lifestyle brand Animal the company’s current
international expansion is focused on a physical presence, be
it stores, distributors or agents. The company began selling
internationally in 1991 four years after its launch by selling
its range of watches via wholesale into Spain and Italy.
Today the company sells into a number of markets
including southern and Eastern Europe, France, Russia,
Central and South America, UAE and the Maldives.
Although seemingly an eclectic mix of locations Animal’s
international sales director David Abramson says the retailer
goes where its customers are. “We are a surf brand and bike
brand into more lifestyle apparel so where the good surf
spots are in southern Europe and France and places like the
Maldives – it’s those types of markets where our natural
customers are going to be,” he says.
Other markets, such as Russia, have come up as
opportunities on the way, according to Abramson. “Russia
were just into buying UK brands and there was reluctance
by some brands to go into that market so it left more
opportunity for us there,” he says.
The company has expanded through a number of
different routes including distribution, agents, franchise and
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increasingly third party ecommerce. The brand is also about
to launch via marketplaces too.
Animal launched in both UAE and Germany this year –
going in via a partner in UAE and via action sports site Blue
Tomatoe in Germany. “It’s critical to find great partners.
There is nothing to stop us doing it ourselves but logistical
reasons and allowing our customers to find us is more
challenging than if you go onto a site that already has half a
million subscribers,” he says.
This summer will also see Animal launch into China via a
fashion ecommerce website and via Amazon China, initially
from the UK but from September via a local hub in China.
Again the retailer will go in via a partner and has already
been building its name in the market after finding a social
media partner earlier this year. Animal will also launch in
Australia via a third party website which Abramson hopes
will then lead to a distribution partner for the brand in the
Australian market once its customer base and name has got
more established.
And Animal will also launch back into the US via the
marketplace route, a market it previously exited twelve years
ago having learnt valuable lessons since.

CASE STUDIES

KAREN MILLEN:

An international success
story worldwide
At Karen Millen the fashion brand’s international growth
has been huge, now accounting for more than 60% of the
company’s sales. “Karen Millen’s mix of international
business has grown exponentially over last 10 years with a
CAGR of c.+27% our non UK sales now account for over 61%
of the total global sales. By the end of this year we will have
representation in 63 countries across six continents with 424
points of sale,” says Simon Gaffey, international business
development director for Karen Millen.
The company works with 25 of the world’s premium
department stores groups across the world including
Harrods, Bloomingdales in the U.S., Galeries Lafayette
in France, El Palacio de Hierro in Mexico and Central in
Thailand however the company tends to trade via concession
corners rather than through wholesale. “Our belief is that
the full brand experience comes from the collection itself
as well as the environment in which we trade and the staff
engagement which we think is at risk of dilution if the
wholesale route is over relied upon” says Gaffey.
The last twelve months have seen the brand expand into a
number of new countries. “Some are strategically important
like Mexico and Canada, some are core solid European
markets like Luxembourg and others are slightly more unusual
countries where the commercial potential may be small but an
opportunity has presented itself like Mongolia,” says Gaffey.
He says Mexico and Canada are particularly important
markets for the brand since Mexico is a strong emerging market
whilst Canada is a natural extension of its US business with a
similar retail infrastructure where an enlarged North American
management operation will allow economies of scale.   
Because it has such a wide international base already
Gaffey says the target pool of new international markets
is reducing fast however he says the company still sees
potential in markets such as Asia – particularly India, Korea
and Japan where it is carrying out due diligence. The retailer
has also reviewed the potential of West African markets
such as Nigeria, Angola and Ghana, though Gaffey says such
markets aren’t ready yet. “Finally, we see strong demand for
the brand in Miami and having already introduced Karen
Millen to Latin America through Mexico and Panama we are
looking to grow our presence in this region of the world with
our first store opening in Santiago in Chile – all of which will
be through partnership models,” says Gaffey.
The company, which was also one of the first UK fashion
brands to deliver a fully localised Russian website (in terms
of both language and fulfilment) two years ago, is also
continuing to finesse its online model to roll out to other
existing franchise management markets too.
Three years ago Russia was both the company’s largest
market outside the UK and the fastest growing. Today those
dynamics have changed. “The political, social and economic
events of the last 15 months have obviously materially
changed that dynamic and business has been challenging

although we have worked closely with our partners in
Moscow to ensure that Karen Millen is well positioned to
emerge strongly once the macro climate of uncertainty
changes,” says Gaffey.
Today he says the company’s best markets span the globe
with the US on one side and, surprisingly Vietnam on the
other. “The U.S. is performing very well on the back of a tie up
with Bloomingdales where the combination of our collection,
campaign, service focus and environment has created a really
desirable proposition for American and tourist consumers.
In addition we have recently opened a fabulous Flagship on
5th Ave between 47th and 48th which has helped create the
perfect brand essence and experience for us in U.S,” he says.
Vietnam meanwhile he admits was an unexpected hit
early on. “Vietnam has been a great surprise for us all. We
only have two stores currently, one in Ho Chi Minh City and
the other in Hanoi but a third is planned for early 2016 and
the productivity densities in these malls are incredibly high.
Vietnam is riding a positive and vibrant economic wave and
the market is evolving really quickly with great new space
coming online to support increasing demand for western
fashion. Our partner is great and understands both our
brand and their market dynamics intricately,” says Gaffey.
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CROCS:

Finding its fun in six core markets
Footwear retailer Crocs currently sells in 90 countries
worldwide through a mix of direct and distributor models. In
Europe the retailer trades in 50 countries – 22 directly and 28
through distributors. The company has more than 200 stores,
seven websites and 10,000 wholesale doors.
Vince Gunn, European managing director at Crocs, says the
retailer continues to see growth across its core large markets
in Europe. “In the last published 14 quarters we have grown
the European business in 13 of those, year on year, on a
constant currency basis. Customers are very loyal to the Crocs
brand and we have been improving the assortment mix and
range, as well as increasing the distribution availability for
consumers to access and experience,” he says.
In the last twelve months the company has entered the
likes of Tunisia, Moldova and Mongolia but for this year the
focus is now on concentrating efforts in six existing markets.
“International growth continues to be a fundamental given
the level of business that Crocs does worldwide outside of the
US but the strategy is becoming more focused with six core
markets of the UK, US, China, Korea, Japan and Germany,”
says Gunn.
The company’s renewed focus on its core markets is
being supported by a new marketing campaign. “We have
recently focused a large marketing spend on our top six
markets worldwide to reinforce global brand consistency
since ensuring brand consistency and relevance are our two
biggest challenges,” says Gunn. The Find Your Fun global
icon campaign, which launched on March 30 and will run
through 2015, is the company’s largest marketing spend in its
12 year history and incorporates Crocs’ iconic clog into some
of the world’s most recognizable landmarks and destinations.
“Global alignment is one of our biggest focuses for 2015 and
beyond,” says Gunn.
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BLUE INC:

Launching in the Middle East
ahead of major international push
Fashion retailer Blue Inc is currently on the international
expansion trail following a period of strong growth in the
UK. The company, which focuses on the franchising route
overseas, already has a handful of stores in the Baltics after
recognising a market for its brand there. “We were selling
into those markets quite well and that also created the
demand from the partner because they saw people coming
back and talking about Blue Inc, says Richard Aquilina, the
company’s head of international franchising and director of
RLA Retail Consultants.
Next on the hitlist is the Middle East in a move that
precedes a major expansion for the brand overseas. “Taking
the brand into Middle East will give it the international
profile we need to launch internationally and further develop
the brand,” says Aquilina. “There are certain markets like the
Middle East which gives you credibility as an international
brand and then you follow that up with strategic markets like
Russia which is our next target market,” he says.
A number of discussions are underway for further stores
across the globe in markets ranging from North Africa,
Central America and the Caribbean as well as discussions

with various websites in both Europe and China to further
extend the brand presence. “Whilst the UK isn’t saturated
we are well represented and internationally there are lots of
opportunities for us,” says Aquilina.
The company is also expanding its presence online and is
considering further dedicated international sites following
the launch of a dedicated Russian site earlier this year.
“Previously we only had a UK site but we found that six to
seven per cent of sales coming from the UK site were being
sent to Russia with no promoting of the brand. That was
simply with Russian consumers finding the site and buying,”
says Aquilina. Launching the Russian site has also enabled
the retailer to begin building brand awareness for future
bricks and mortar expansion.
However Aquilina stresses that the company didn’t press
the expansion go button until it was sure of the timing.
“The product is ready and the brand is ready and right,”
he says. “International has always been an ambition as
the brand has reached the stage where international is
something it can accommodate.”

HOLLAND & BARRETT
INTERNATIONAL:

A rebranding focused on overseas
If there is one signal of a company’s desire to be seen as a
truly global player it’s introducing it into the company name
– which is exactly what happened with Holland & Barrett
International’s rebranding earlier this year.
In June this year the company said it had reported record
turnover growth for its year ended September 2014 thanks
in part to its international store base which comprises 300
owned and franchise store across Europe and in other
overseas markets such as Singapore, Malta, Dubai and China.
In April the company rebadged two retail chains it owned in
Holland and Belgium under the Holland & Barrett banner.
“Holland & Barrett International currently trades in 12
markets, comprising UK, Eire, Netherlands, Belgium, Kuwait,
Dubai, Malta, Spain, Gibraltar, Cyprus, Singapore and China,”
says Kyle Rowe, international development director for
Holland & Barrett International. “Our most recent markets
are Spain and Kuwait where we have opened stores under
franchise in the last twelve months, leveraging existing
franchisee relationships alongside strong opportunities for
organic growth in those markets,” he says.

The company’s international coverage is huge. “We have
approaching 1050 corporate and franchised stores worldwide,
with around 30% of our estate overseas. International
expansion is a huge priority for our business going forward,
and we have identified a number of good quality prospective
new markets for entry as awareness of and interest in health
and wellness grows around the world,” he says. “India, Korea
and Italy for example appear to offer the right dynamics for
success with good scope for franchise partnerships,” he says.
He says the company looks at markets that are similar to
the UK. “Our current experience shows that those markets
which work best for us are those which follow the UK model
of range, price and promotion, with customer service executed
by partners that understand their local markets, with staff
that are properly trained to advise and where there is obvious
scope for growth,” he says. China and Dubai are good
examples here. Other significant opportunities include making
sure we build a presence in larger emerging markets such as
Brazil, and leveraging a digital presence in locations where we
have corporate or franchised stores.”
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JD WILIAMS:

Preparing its business
for international growth
Catalogue and website clothing business JD Williams is
another retailer in the early stages of its international growth.
As well as its UK home market the company also trades in
Ireland and the USA.
The company says international expansion is integral
to its business strategy for growth however first step is the
company’s Fit 4 the future systems transformation project.
“We’re building our international strategy which we can
accelerate once our fit 4 the future programme completes as
this will enable us to trade in multiple territories better than
today,” says Jackie Hill, head of international at JD Williams.
The project includes the launch of a new international web
platform and Hill says that until this platform is live in mid2016 then international expansion will remain cautious in the
US with a focus on further improving customer loyalty, brand
awareness and minimising operating losses.

However Hill says other markets will be considered. “We’ll
enter markets where we see opportunity from significant
numbers of our core customer, and ability to grow market
share in that country. We will enter the markets both
online and where appropriate will support with paper.
We’re entering new markets both for business growth, and
because we have a unique proposition which is transferable
internationally,” she says.
Whilst many retailers talk about the commercial benefits
of internationalisation Hill also references the potential
both personally and for a retail business as a whole to
learn from international growth and new territories. “I see
internationalisation as an opportunity to learn and develop.
It’s moving from a mature market that we know well, to new
territories where I need to understand the differences. This is
exciting rather than challenging,” she says.

SHOPAKARI:

Taking the first steps into
new international markets
Shopakari.com, an online store for sustainable products, sells
on multiple marketplaces in the US and recently decided to
use its learnings so far to take the plunge into international
expansion. “Our first step is to Canada,” says Frank Molina,
president of Shopakari.com.
He points out that like UK retailers expanding to Europe for
US retailers expanding to Canada is a natural next step. “This
is normally the natural progression for US based companies
looking to expand internationally because they are our next
door neighbor, shipping costs can be similar to shipping in
the US, and there are not a lot of barriers to expanding to
Canada,” he says.
However he says the company won’t rush its expansion.
“Since this is the first country outside of the US we are
expanding to, we are taking our time to do it right and to learn
as much as we can. This experience will help us expand to
other parts of the world in the near future,” he says.
He points out that retailers have to carefully consider the
volume of international sales their business model can cope
with. “Expanding to a new country can be rather simple
for a small business. Aside from the paperwork another
country may require, it may mean simply setting your
shopping cart to accept international orders and perhaps
uploading a spreadsheet with your listings to a marketplace
(e.g. Amazon, ebay, Rakuten, etc.). However, if you plan on
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receiving a substantial number of orders, it may not be that
simple,” he says.
Indeed it’s a lesson he says his business learned quickly.
“We learned fast that our systems were not equipped to
handle the same flow of business that we have in the US and
knew that we would have to retool. We had to move away
from inventory spreadsheets to an inventory management
system that would streamline our order processing and
inventory tracking. This can be a proportionately significant
investment for some – considering that these systems run into
the thousands of dollars - but one that should be considered
if you’re serious about scaling. We upgraded as many internal
systems as possible by integrating them to each other rather
than having to make manual entries to each one. We increased
our warehousing capacity to facilitate stocking a larger volume
of inventory. Basically, we looked at our entire operation and
looked for areas that we could make more efficient and that
would free us up to focus more on continued development,
customer service, and other growth activities,” he says.
Molina says such decisions must be made. “If your company
has ambitious growth aspirations, the aforementioned process
will be an ongoing cycle. Consider a new market, assess your
capabilities, strategise, reinvest, retool, refocus…consider a
new market, assess your capabilities, strategise, and so on and
so on,” he says.

CASE STUDIES

JOE BROWNS:

Fashioning its first international sites
Fashion retailer Joe Browns is another retailer at the early
stages of its international expansion. The company has sold
internationally out of its UK site since launch and also sells
via Amazon in Germany, France and the US, LaRedoutte
in France – which launched in June last year - and some
wholesale agents.
The next step for the retailer is to consider international
websites which the company’s head of ecommerce Joe Villien
says will progress in the next twelve months. “It’s about the
benefit of having the one to one relationship with the customer
and replicating what we have got in the UK,” he says.
He says the retailer is looking at various possibilities for
expansion abroad taking into account the challenges such
as payment methods and logistics that may help refine its
decision. A pan European site is possible.
He says retailers must balance opportunity to expand
with the cost of doing so. “We focus a lot on profitability and
we tend to do things that are baby steps , for example we
wouldn’t roll out many countries in one go we would go step
by step so looking at the most efficient way to gain benefits
internationally without incurring enormous costs,” says
Villien. “We are not going after world domination,” he says.
He says the retailer will focus both on continuing to build

brand awareness in the UK and exploiting international
opportunities. “We have a very specific product offering so
there is a share to take of that niche in different countries,”
he says.
Again however he says expansion and activities would
follow the UK market. “We would probably replicate what
we do in the UK. For example if we were developing a direct
marketing campaign in a specific country we would look at
what we do in the UK and start with that. It’s safe to say we
wouldn’t do anything that is above and beyond what we do
here,” he says.
For now for Joe Browns the planning continues, with
the retailer insistent it won’t jeopardise its UK business for
international gain.

BODEN:

Looking to Northern Europe
after going down under
British fashion retailer Boden was founded in 1991 with its
UK website launching in 1999. In 2002 the retailer launched
in the US followed by a launch in Germany five years
later. In 2009 it also launched in Austria. With dedicated
websites and catalogues for all those markets the bias
towards international sales is growing fast. “about 55-60%
of our trade is now overseas and 40% UK,” says Ben Dreyer,
operations and IT director for Boden. Its biggest market is
the US where it has a dedicated warehouse and marketing
office and second biggest is Germany.
Today the company trades in around 40 countries, with
some marketed directly and some simply served through the
company’s long established UK website.
Nine months ago the company also launched in Australia.
“Having done America and Germany we were then working
through which has the largest trade naturally through our
website and Australia was the next biggest one,” says Dreyer.

In the next 12 months Northern Europe is on the horizon,
although the mechanics of how the company enters the
region has yet to be decided. “We may do one generic pan
European site offering more languages or we may do specific
sites such as for the Netherlands,” says Dwyer.
But where many would call any international market an
overseas market for Boden the ideology is different. “We look
at somewhere like America and Germany as part of our core
markets,” says Dwyer.
And the company sees further opportunity for
international growth too as it seeks out likeminded
customers worldwide. “From a brand perspective you are
looking for similar customers in each market. So we are not
trying to go in to Germany and do a different offering it’s
about having similar customers in each market and finding
the customers that share the values,” he says.
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Choosing the right time
and the right place
Many retailers simply plot their expansion by following the pattern of established
markets but as our analysis shows that isn’t always the best route.

W

ith all the hype and high profile
focus on international strategies
– you are after all reading a
report dedicated to international
expansion – it would be easy to
think it’s a must do item on all retailers’ agendas.
And for many it is. But it also has to be well thought out.
Richard Aquilina, Blue Inc’s head of international franchising
and director of RLA Consultants - where he has worked
on international expansion strategies for the likes of Boux
Avenue and Aftershock – says: “International development is
not a quick fix or a quick way of earning a buck it has to be an
integral part of the strategy for growing the brand,” he says.
Andrew McClelland, managing director of Mirador
Digital, says retailers should press the go button on
expansion at the right time. “Timing wise it’s about having
a degree of patience and understanding and doing the
research and groundwork to make sure you have the
resources available,” he says.

“International
development is not a
quick fix or a quick way
of earning a buck.”
Retailers then need to decide on the route they take. “Is
it a few tweaks of a website or is it a major investment?”
asks McClelland.
The first method could be enough to test a new market. “It
could be that a company is already getting doorstop orders
where people are ordering and they are fulfilling from the UK
website. Alternatively you can make a simple change in some
of the ad words to drive traffic to the site which can indicate if
there is latent demand to fill,” he says.
Colin Saunders, international ecommerce specialist and
part of the international teams for both House of Fraser and
Tesco, says retailers can get clues from a number of methods
such as looking at tax free shopping receipts as well as onsite
traffic and mobile phone penetration before starting small
scale testing. “In terms of what the proposition looks like
you don’t necessarily need to put yourself through all the
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pain of creating a full localised site. You can look at existing
marketing resources to start doing very simple campaigns to
these different regions - be it email campaigns or something
else – so you can start testing where there is a market without
necessarily having to have local stock and a complete localised
proposition,” says Saunders.
Others prefer the franchising route however. “Much of it is
dictated by where a company sits as a business and whether
they have the resources to consider other modes of entry
other than franchising,” says Aquilina.
Expanding internationally has to be a considered decision
because of the many variables and the need to balance
domestic expansion with global.
Senior ecommerce director Michel Koch, previously of
both Maplin and Marks and Spencer, says retailers have to
ensure they are ready. “Sort out your local business before
you expand internationally unless you believe you have more
opportunity in the international market than in the local
market,” he says.
This is the case with some of the retailers profiled in our
case study section. “It’s part of our strategy but most of
our resources are still directed to the UK because margins
are initially stronger in the home market,” says Animal
international sales director David Abramson.
It’s a similar story at moto and action sports retailer
FreestyleXtreme: “We have three main priorities in our
growth strategy –marketplaces, conversion rate optimisation
and international expansion, in that order. If our marketplace
strategy was as mature as our international strategy you
could flip those two around,” says Shaun Loughlin, managing
director of FreestyleXtreme.
Even retail giants such as John Lewis are cautious of the
risks of international expansion and getting the balance of
attention right. Speculation has long followed the retailer
about its international plans but managing director Andy
Street said last October said that the company’s focus was on
dealing with “tremendous change” in the UK market rather
than any attempt to go for world domination. Instead he said
store expansion would concentrate on the “hot” UK market.
“There’s no way we will take our eye off the ball – over my
dead body,” he said at the time.
The retailer is concentrating on a partnership
approach with shop in shops in the likes of Korea,
Singapore and the Philippines and plans to be in 15
countries in the next five years.
It’s a view that Karen Millen, which now trades in 63
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countries around the globe, shares. “Despite our ongoing focus on international growth we remain very
conscious that global success will only flow from a strong
and profitable business in our domestic market so we
continue to invest heavily in building desirability in the
UK with both directional advertising campaigns and PR
as well as global showcase stores like our Flagship three
storey location between Harrods and Harvey Nicholls in
Knightsbridge,” says Simon Gaffey, international business
development director at Karen Millen.
Many retailers such as Karen Millen and Crocs are
going deeper into existing markets rather than necessarily
looking for additional new ones. “International growth
remains as important today as it ever has been however the
focus is probably shifting organically away from expansion
into new markets and into deeper penetration of existing
markets coupled with optimising our existing estate and
developing the online channel particularly in the franchise
territories,” says Gaffey.
Of course when considering where to push their business
overseas it can be natural for retailers to simply follow the
competition and hit the biggest or most obvious markets. For
some brands such a strategy works well enough, despite the
increased competition upon entry. But look closely at your
brand and you will likely see variations from the norm.
Moto and action sports retailer FreestyleXtreme for
example, which is featured in the spotlight case study
section of this report, is launching into Finland currently
because of high demand in the area despite it being a
relatively small country in comparison to its other markets.
“Scandinavia has some of our best markets in terms of
spend per capita so we’re quite excited about Finland
despite the small size of the country,” says Loughlin.
The retailer’s biggest international market is France
followed, on a per capita basis by Switzerland. “In France the
standard of the local competition is quite poor, the brands
tend to have weak distribution within the market in terms
of bricks and mortar and the action sports scene is huge,”
says Loughlin. “In Switzerland the spend is big and they love
action sports. Local retailers are very expensive so we have
the upper hand in terms of price as well,” he says.
Fellow action retailer Animal looks to the markets where
its surf orientated customers are or where there is a particular
affinity to the brand – this means countries such as Maldives,
which would rarely be even on the radar for many retailers -are particularly strong. “The Maldives may sound an obscure
market but there is a surf culture there, it’s easy to send
products to and it gives us exposure to the Indian market,”
says Animal international director David Abramson.
And Blue Inc we learned earlier launched a Russian website
this year simply because of the volume of sales it saw from
the market via its UK site. “Your website can give you lots of
information and indications which markets to move to,” says
Aquilina. “And then there are other certain markets like the
Middle East which give you credibility as an international
brand,” he says.

The clues that retailers can gain from established
business going through their existing sites means that in
theory there should be less international casualties now
since retailers go into markets better armed with how their
brand is performing these days. “The casualties have driven
home the need for brands to really look at markets and
make sure that it is a market that they believe their brand
will work in,” says Aquilina.
Retailers also have to be set for unanticipated demand too.
Koch, tells of M&S’ surprise when children’s school uniforms
– for which there is little need outside of the UK market –
took off internationally. “Childrenswear didn’t work in France
because the competition was too high. But uniforms were
perceived as ceremony clothing and were relatively cheap
for occasion dressing. Sometimes you get surprises like that
which are good.”
At Big Red Group CEO Richard O’Connor says one of the
most successful international markets for his business is
Australia. “They seem to be very comfortable buying from
the UK, we appear very competitive over there and our broad
range is also very attractive. Supply and breadth is quite
limited and Australian consumers can sometimes struggle
to track down the more obscure or tail items that form a
significant part of our offering,” says O’Connor.
But sometimes retailers just want to couple demand in a
market with a partner they can trust. This spring Bathstore.
com for example, which was sold in a management buyout
last year, began its international expansion with the opening
of a franchise store in Doha in the Middle East – one of
a number of franchises planned for the region after the
company signed an agreement with Qatari businessman
Yousif Al Khater.
Meanwhile John Lewis’ choice of 15 countries in the next
five years will depend on a combination of a number of factors
according to John Lewis’ head of international development
Katie Jordan. “Which markets we go for is not just a case
of picking the countries where we have the strongest sales
through johnlewis.com. We need a partner which has the
customer base to ensure the success of John Lewis products,
as well as the density we need to make an impact in a
particular country,” she says.
Choosing the right time and the right place to expand
internationally means, like Marks and Spencer’s reassessment
of the Chinese market mentioned earlier, that retailers also
have to understand when they may have pushed international
expansion too far. At its last results presentation last
November triathlon retailer Wiggle’s chief executive Stefan
Barden cited strong growth in Europe for his brand as a result
of international expansion but also admitted the company
had overstretched itself overseas. The admission saw the
company reduce the number of countries to which it delivered
from 120 to 70 with a focus on 21 key markets as the company
reprioritised its international ambitions.
There is certainly much to consider when expanding into
new markets. “Do it for the right reasons and make sure you
understand those reasons,” says McClelland.
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2015 Opportunities and threats
As retailers chase the opportunity of international expansion we
analyse how they are overcoming the threats such a strategy poses.

T

here are as many good reasons for a retailer
to expand internationally as there are
complexities that inhibit action. It’s all too
easy for retailers to follow their competitors
or market sentiment that says international
expansion should be top of their list even when it may not be
the best strategy for their individual business.
So what are the positives? For many retailers
international expansion is about greater options for growth
and a wider regional spread. “Spreading risk is one of the
biggest opportunities we see from international expansion,”
says Shaun Loughlin, managing director of moto and action
sports retailer FreestyleXtreme. “Until we launched into
North America and Australia we were very reliant on the
Eurozone, particularly France, where the economy and the
currency value has been pretty volatile over the last seven
years or so. By having an established presence in more than
one continent we don’t have to be overly reliant on any one
region,” he says.
At Boden IT and operations director Ben Dreyer agrees
that international strategy prevents an over reliance upon a
territory. “It’s good for a business to be in different markets
because markets ebb and flow and so it’s better not to have
all your eggs in one market,” he says.
Depending on the route chosen cost of market entry can
vary widely but in general increased economies of scale
make it an attractive vision for many and is another reason
why retailers press the go button on international expansion.
At Karen Millen for example the company sees its expansion
into Canada as a natural progression since there are greater
economies of scale to be gained from having an enlarged
North American management platform.
And, most importantly the huge growth in international
expansion by retailers has meant that increasingly third
party suppliers are upping their game to make international
expansion easier too – providing even more of a stimulus
and reason to expand. “As more and more of us pursue this
opportunity for international expansion there are barriers
coming down rather than coming up,” says Dreyer.
It’s a statement Colin Saunders, international
ecommerce specialist and previously part of the
international teams for both House of Fraser and Tesco,
fully supports. “The market is very competitive but the
amount of resource required to go international is actually
coming down all the time,” says Saunders.
And, whilst there are many challenges to be overcome
they can be tackled so long as everyone is on the same
journey. “Because of the amount of stakeholders that need
to be involved companies that are passionate about going
international need to have real engagement across every
facet of the business. It’s not just an international manager’s
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job – everyone from finance to legal needs to be aware that
there is an international journey and the challenges involved
in that,” he says.
Mirador Digital managing director Andrew McClelland
perhaps sums it up best. “There is the peer group pressure
of competitors – don’t rush in, understand what your
proposition would look like and don’t assume they are
making money,” he says.
Although international expansion may be getting easier
three key challenges remain common in every report we do on
international – that of 1) managing the logistics of international
operations in terms of delivery and returns, 2) deciding how
localised to go and 3) ensuring a consistent brand experience in
markets that may be thousands of miles away.

Delivery and returns
It’s this that remains one of the biggest challenges for retailers
as they have to not only balance delivery and returns costs
but decide on the practicalities of logistics too – i.e. will they
hold stock and returns in the country concerned or service
everything from their domestic market.
“Without a doubt, delivery and returns cost is the biggest
issue facing any company trying to expand internationally,
especially if you are trying to expand into an already mature
market with stiff competition,” says Loughlin. The company
has worked hard to get good rates and has since expanded
such buying power to share with other businesses in the
south west to launch Parcel Rate Experts – aimed at helping
other local companies drive down delivery and returns rates
by collaborating together to reduce costs.
For shoe retailer Office, which is still in the early days
of its international expansion one of the main current
challenges is the relative cost of dispatch according to
Office multichannel director Robin Worthington. “All our
warehousing and fulfilment is currently out of the UK, so
the cost of delivery can be prohibitive in some cases. We are
looking at alternative, lower cost delivery options but that
can be at the cost of speed. To compete with local retailers,
our delivery still needs to be quick, so we may at some have
to look at more localised distribution,” says Worthington.
“The extra cost of delivery is a concern, as it comes
straight off the bottom line. In simple terms, the more you
spend on dispatch, the less you have to invest in marketing
and site improvements,” he says. “Of course you could
charge the customer, but you have to be competitive, and
many markets now expect free delivery and free returns,”
says Worthington. “This adds to the cost base. Where we
have stores, free returns isn’t a problem as customers can
return orders to there. But if you have to pay for both the
outbound and the inbound postage, that’s a lot of money off
your profit, “he says.

OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS

CURRENCY RATES
A particular worry in the last twelve months
The volatility of currency rates seems to be having a bigger
effect than ever in the last twelve months. It was only this
time last year for example that ASOS was forced to issue
a profits warning after the impact of currency fluctuations
on its business and even in March, when the company
announced more positive increased sales thanks to the roll
out of zonal pricing, analysts warned that the continuing
strength of the British pound against the Euro would
continue to impact profits for the next two quarters.
Similarly in May of this year in its 2014/15 year-end
financial results Marks and Spencer revealed that its
international business was being hit both by a weaker and
a challenging macro-economic backdrop with the business
being affected in the short-term by the impact. It reported
that sales in its international business were down 2.1%
on a constant currency basis and down 5.7% on reported
currency.
H&M is another retailer worrying about currency
fluctuations. The retailer warned in March that the strong
dollar would likely drive up sourcing costs this year. The
retailer has a rather complicated setup where although
most of its purchases are in dollars a large chunk of its sales
are in Euros and it reports its results in Swedish krone – a
set-up that is already understood to be worrying analysts
who fear it will impact margins.
Of course political instability does nothing for currency
strength either and at its results Marks and Spencer
also highlighted the impact of political turbulence in a

Decisions have to be made on how and where to fulfil
from. At Boden the company recently launched into
Australia. Although it fulfils from the UK but has set
up a more local returns hub where returned goods are
consolidated rather than being sent straight back to the
company’s Leicester depot.
Returns are a particular headache says Dreyer,
particularly in markets where the market isn’t that big. “One
challenge in particular is about how you get a good returns
process in place when you only have a relatively small
customer base in one market – how do you provide a good
returns and delivery service,” he says.
McClelland, says that a local returns address can do
wonders for a business. “Providing a returns address in that
country gives additional confidence that the brand actually
exists,” he says.
For its launch into the German market, the first step of
its international expansion programme, one of electrical
goods retailer Ao.com’s primary objectives was in
establishing the same logistics set-up as in the UK so that
it could be in complete control of its delivery and returns
strategy. It was a costly and somewhat unusual strategy but
one the company claims it will pay dividends in the long
run. “As we own and control our end-to-end operations
in both the UK and Germany, which includes our own

number of its franchise territories – particularly affecting
performance in Russia, Ukraine and Turkey and resulting
in lower shipments as a result.
Such volatility shows the added benefit of widespread
rather than narrow expansion for retailers looking to
minimise impact by maximising exposure. “Things
like currency fluctuations can hit you extremely hard if
you’re too reliant on a single market to supplement your
revenue,” says Shaun Loughlin, managing director of moto
and actions sports retailer FreestyleXtreme. “You can be
extremely competitive on price in any given market one
minute, then in the space of a month the currency can (and
does) fluctuate by 10% and you’re either haemorrhaging
money or you’re uncompetitive,” he says. “It’s a huge
challenge, especially when you’re trying to compete on
shipping costs/service as well as already working to tight
margins on the product.”
At Karen Millen however international business
development director Simon Gaffey says it is not currency
fluctuations but price differentiation that is proving the
biggest problem currently. “With greater awareness,
visibility and globalisation I think the issue of regional price
differentiation will present the greatest challenge going
forwards not least when coupled with the massive advances
in technology and confidence in remote shopping,” he says.
To address this he says retailers must ensure sufficient
flexibility in the model and business structure to allow for
margin variance and balance at country level.

logistics arm, delivery and returns aren’t necessarily an
issue for us,” says Kevin Monk, group strategy director and
managing director of ao.de.
“So far the response to our delivery offer has been great,
with many customers impressed by the fact we own our fleet
and that their product gets delivered in an ao.de van. The
fact that we also take the product into the customer’s home
to the point of connection has also been a winning formula
in a market that charges customers for every door that a
product passes through,” he says.
Indeed he says the only real issue the company has faced
in terms of logistics was realising that its UK double-decker
trailers didn’t fit under German bridges. “In keeping with
German efficiency, we decided not to change the size of
the trailer as that would mean increasing the number of
deliveries which would have impact on costs and emissions.
Instead we decided to design and manufacture a new type of
double-decker trailer that the driver can reduce the height of
at the touch of a button,” he says.

Replicating brand experience
In truth the challenges of replicating the brand experience
and of localisation go together since the two are so closely
entwined but for the purposes of this report we have
separated them.
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At Karen Millen international business development director
Simon Gaffey says part of the company’s success in expanding
internationally (61% of its business is now international) comes
from the company’s determination to deliver brand consistency
across the globe, something the retailer does by working closely
with its partners. “Our philosophy has always been that we in
Shoreditch are brand experts but we look to our local operating
partners as the market experts and the blend of knowledge,
skill, experience and know-how comes together to optimise the
business,” he says.
This dedication ensure a consistent brand experience
worldwide, according to Gaffey. “The experience you have
when you engage with the brand is the same in whichever
country and through whichever channel you are touching
the brand. This extends to the store design, the music we
play, the visual merchandising, the scent in the stores and
critically the collection itself. We do however ensure the
subtle nuances of regional fashion taste and preference
are accommodated through intelligent range editing as
well as climatic capsule introductions which ensure the
brand can feel the same in Iceland and Mexico but without
inappropriate merchandise assortments,” he says.
Many retailers manage a consistent brand experience
since everything is handled centrally. “As we manage
logistics and customer service from one central location,
all customer facing operations are standardised across the
business. This ensures a consistent experience,” says Big
Red Group CEO Richard O’Connor.
At Office multichannel director Robin Worthington
says that although the company employs local people
to run its stores, all of the company’s marketing, visual
merchandising, stock management, ecommerce and
customer service is managed from the UK so that everything
follows the same UK lead. However it is then localised to the
market. “We also employ people from the countries we are
present in to help us localise this experience; either based in
our London head office, or ‘on the ground’ in our stores, for
example in Germany,” he says.
Others have to go one step further. At high end bike
brand Islabikes the company’s managing director Mark
McCance says the brand has to do all it can to offer the
same experience wherever it is and that internationally
this provides even more of a challenge since the customer
experience is all important to such a high end brand.
“Islabikes is a premium brand with a very high quality
product. Given that the product requires assembly
and service, this creates additional challenges for
internationalising the brand in contrast to a pure play
retailer where in reality the service relationship often stops
at the point of fulfilment,” says McCance. “Much of the work
we focus on is ensuring the consistency of quality in the
product and consistency of high touch customer service at
a local level and optimising the correct division of activity
between support from the centre across all territories and
sales/brand building locally,” he says.
Customer service is obviously key here but AO.com’s
Monk says that understanding how needs differ in new
markets is vital. “We have had to acknowledge that British

and German service culture is very different. Therefore
we have worked hard to ensure that our values have both
transferred and translated to the German market,” he says.
But essentially he says the company’s brand ethos travels
across borders. “For example, we have a saying at AO which
is “treat every customer as you would want your gran to be
treated” – this mantra, which essentially asks our staff to
treat our customers with respect, is easily understood across
any territory. Ultimately, we believe that good customer
service will always win and with the right training and
infrastructure is fully transferable across markets. We are
confident that this approach will revolutionise the market in
which ever territory we expand into and as a result we can
keep the brand experience constant, even if the execution of
this differs slightly across territories,” he says.
However for some markets the balance and bias towards
replicating the same brand or customer experience as the
domestic market is a decision that retailers must make
dependent on the worthwhile return on investment that
is required. “When it’s a small worth market you are just
investing a small amount but you crank it up [depending
on the size of the market],” says Boden’s Dreyer. “So for
Germany we have a whole infrastructure and we will tailor the
market for the German experience because they don’t want
an exact replica of what we do in the UK. It’s about steadily
adding in more and more as the market grows,” he says.
Brand consistency is undoubtedly important but as we
have already learned in this report there are always surprises
and brands should also be open to different ways that their
brand is, or could be interpreted
Koch, formerly of both M&S and Maplin tells how
adjustments were made to the brand message at M&S to
suit, allowing it a slightly different market overseas by
playing up different credential to that of the UK. “At M&S
we moved away from the “Only at Your M&S” brand to focus
on M&S London. That allowed us to bring a different brand
experience internationally – one that was London based and
a heritage brand. It was about upping the brand and making
it more premium than in the local market and that worked
well especially for markets like France where Autograph was
very strong.” Similarly the school uniform reference earlier
suggests that sometimes sticking rigidly to a brand definition
isn’t necessarily the best decision.

Localisation
The decision of how localised a brand should go when
expanding abroad has always been a challenge and our
research this year shows it’s not getting any easier.
Retailers have to decide on the balance of localisation
needed. At Big Red Group O’Connor says that using
marketplaces to soft launch and test a country initially
starts with a level of localisation such as relevant banners
and callouts on marketplaces, as well as potential
translation of key lines before rolling out with a full
localised launch with dedicated website and full translation
if sufficient traction is gained.
“In terms of translations, our approach is to work with
brands and suppliers to share the risk of entering a new
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market, which obviously benefits both parties, and the cost
of human translation would be part of this,” says O’Connor.
The issue of language is a challenge. A first step can be
machine translation services but many retailers say these
can do more harm than good if not supplemented with other
measures. “We believe using machine translation, while cost
effective, can seriously affect overall customer experience,”
says O’Connor, whose company employs a multi-lingual
customer service team.
The same has proved true at Office. “For our German
website, at the start of the process, we decided to use a
translation agency rather than go down one of the more
automated translation routes,” says Robin Worthington,
multichannel director at Office. “It’s very important for
Office as a business to talk to its customers in a way they
identify with, so a machine translation approach wouldn’t
work. Now we are live, we have German speakers in our
head office, who are responsible for daily site updates, plus
the marketing and promotional calendar. They produce a
fair amount of the content, but still work with the agency
to produce bulk translations, and have been working on
brand and tone of voice guidelines to ensure we get the
language right,” he says.
Koch says retailers have to do more than just translate
when it comes to international expansion. “If you have any
marketing activities you need to transcreate rather than just
translate since for instance a given catchphrase won’t come
across in the same way,” he says.
For some retailers, such as fashion, the simple challenge
of different garment names in different countries – such as
trainers in the UK but sneakers in the US – can be challenge
enough but other retailers face greater translation challenges.
At FreestyleXtreme Loughlin says the very nature of the
industry he serves can produce its own problems around
localisation. “In a niche market like action sports the tone,
the obscurity of the words and the slang used present huge
challenges to the translation team,” he says.
“You need local people to have a sense check so that there
is no misunderstanding or anything that could come across
as an insult or irritate a customer rather than attract them,”
agrees Koch.
So whilst localisation of language and payment methods
is important retailers also have to determine how much to
localise content too.
Mirador Digital’s McClelland, says retailers shouldn’t
overlook the value of their existing content for building
the brand in new markets even without having to localise
too much. “If you have a lot of rich content you can tell a
very good story and generate that awareness fairly quickly
and generate a core asset comms base that you can use to
talk to both groups with very little fine-tuning in between
them ,” he says.
At Big Red Group the company currently only has an
Australian site so can largely reuse its existing content but
CEO Richard O’Connor says it will introduce location specific
content for different regions as its international rollout
continues as well as merchandising according to the country it
is entering as it continues with its localised rollout plan.

Similarly at Office although it has some location specific
content for different regions Worthington says that economies
of scale dictate that generally the company tries to syndicate as
much of the same content as possible across markets. “Luckily
for us, the products and brands we sell are fairly universal,
however, we will of course take into account local differences in
trading, for example recognising local holidays, calendar events
and product selection,” says Worthington.
At JD Williams the company’s head of international
Jackie Hill says some shared content happens but across
social media in particular content is tailored to individual
markets. “Both websites are country specific, whilst using
shared assets wherever appropriate for efficiency purposes.
We do produce specific content for the different territories,
particularly for social media purposes,” she says.
Others choose to use the same social media content – or at
least share their domestic version, something that Animal’s
international sales director David Abramson does. “We offer
all our social media content out to our international partners
so they can put it on their own websites. We also have our
own riders that we sponsored and we encourage partners to
do the same thing,” he says.
And others, like Ao, localise content completely with
Monk explaining that the business has a team that writes all
of its on-line content in order to ensure that it is suitable for
the German market.
Of course localisation extends to product and
merchandising too. “One of our challenges is the SMU
special make up market,” says Animal’s Abramson. “For
example in the Middle East maxi dresses need to be longer
to cover the ankle. In Asia customers like to have pocket on
t-shirts or shirts and then in markets like China you have to
do smaller sizes – all of these are a risk because if it doesn’t
work you have nowhere to put the product,” he says.
And issues can be as basic as size and colour preferences.
“In France we were always missing size 6 and 8,” says Koch.
“You need to factor in differences in sizes. It’s the same
with colours, for example black for Parisian customers is
the norm and they won’t buy into fancy colourful looks. It’s
about adapting to styles and expectations,” he says.
Retailers not only need to look at product specifically but
how they merchandise on site too. At FreestyleXtreme the
retailer has automated merchandising tools which adjust
the order of products and brands based on the sales for
each storefront individually, but the company doesn’t have
separate creative/banners.
At Office merchandising differences depends on the
sales and demands of that local market, including not just
product choice, but seasonality, price and promotions,
according to Worthington.
Again it’s a balance of ROI. “For Germany yes of course we
do local merchandising do but for smaller countries we don’t,”
says Boden’s Dreyer. “You have to get the balance right – you
get to certain size and you say this is worth merchandising
specifically for this country,” he says. The only exception
is Australia he points out, where the reverse season of the
market means a necessity obviously for local merchandising
despite the relative smallness of the market.
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Bringing it all together
Successful international expansion requires all departments of a business to work together as they
would at home but also needs the collaboration of suppliers too. We found out more at our Live Event

I

t’s a brave retailer who goes it alone on the
international expansion trail for although there are
those that manage it the time and effort it takes
is dramatically reduced if you not only take on
board the lessons of your peers but also embrace
the learnings and expertise and aid of third party partners
suppliers in your international expansion plans too.
At the presentation of our 2015 International Retailing
Connected Commerce report in late June that was exactly
our focus as our partners in this report talked around
their take on international expansion and just how their
businesses can help.
Our two partners, SDL and Electio, focus on two of the
biggest challenges retailers still face and which were again
highlighted as major issues in this year’s report – that of
localisation and brand experience and delivery and returns
respectively. As these two problems are so prevalent, and
so interwoven for retailers, it was natural therefore that
we brought these two brands together to understand more
about what they can offer to retailers looking to build their
brand overseas.
As many of the retailers in our report explained earlier
picking the right market is key and retailers need to look
more than just surface deep to understand if a market is
right for them or not. “When considering expanding overseas
it’s important you choose the right territories for the right
reasons,” says Electio commercial director Andy Hill.
“It may not be best case to follow the competition or make
a knee-jerk reaction because you have received an order from
an international customer – you need to think deeper and
understand more about what you want to achieve and choose
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the territory that is best for sales, growing profitability and
growing your brand too,” he says.
He points out that sometimes retailers can make very
fundamental mistakes simply by focusing on the power of
their brand back home without taking into account local
tastes or culture. “Think about how your product will translate
into that market – for example eg home depot launched into
China without realizing that china don’t do DIY,” he says.
Translating this brand experience, as we found out
earlier on, is key. “It’s absolutely vital that from the first
swipe or click of mouse you are building a positive brand
experience,” says Anthony Letcher, head of customer
experience strategy of SDL.
This is especially important given that retailers are
competing with global businesses for the attention of
customers. “The average customer has an attention span of
only eight seconds which means you have just one chance to
get it right but internationalisation brings a whole new load of
challenges,” he says.
He points out that retailers need to think of everything
from responsiveness of sites to pictures – for instance for
new markets where the primary point of access to your site
may be through a mobile device he says the whole experience
has to be optimised specific to that device rather than more
generically to suit a number of devices. “For those markets
you need to ask yourself is the copy beautifully summarised?
Is it short, sharp, snappy and tailored to that device? The
same with imagery,” he says.
Systems also need to be able to cope with the increase
in demand too. SDL customer FreestyleXtreme, profiled
earlier in the report, was able to shave off 1.5 seconds from
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an ecommerce optimisation project by SDL that was focussed
on enabling it to easily handle higher site traffic volumes and
larger product inventories, allowing it to more easily serve its
multiple markets.
Language is also important in ensuring an accurate
replication of the brand message, as we found out earlier.
“Language so much more than language translation your
content is a key brand asset for your organisation but the
content you have lovingly crafted to reflect your brand values
– does that actually translate? It’s vital your brand values
come through in a new market and your tone of voice is also
vital to preserve the brand. What about the cultural context?
What might be right in one market may not be right in
another,” says Letcher.
All of this of course introduces an awful lot of complexity
for the international retailer – and its marketing department.
Letcher says that data is key but that many organisations
aren’t yet able to effectively harness the digital data they are
creating and often treat physical and online customers very
differently. Letcher says that’s wrong. “You need to be able
to create actionable insight and for offers to be relevant they
must be tailored and targeted in the moment the customer
receives them,” he says.
Letcher says that SDL have a new formula for customer
experience success whether at home or abroad. “It’s about
combining data, adding great content and multiplying that
by context – such as the device, channel or location and time.
That equals a great customer experience,” he says.
And as retailers know from their domestic markets the
customer experience point doesn’t finish with the order on
the website but extends through to the delivery of the item
too meaning that as much visibility and transparency of this
process is key.
“You need to learn how to handle international customers.
For example there’s a higher propensity for an international
customer to abandon their basket if they don’t have the right
information about delivery so it’s important to give them lots
of information about the delivery. Inflight communications

is also more important than in the UK,” says Electio’s Hill.
Indeed he points out the company’s own research which says
that international customers are 15% more likely to contact
retailers about an order than domestic customers are.
“Don’t expect one site to fit all because what works in
one country doesn’t necessarily translate so well in another.
Similarly if you are thinking of launching into an immature
market your choice may be limited and you need to think
about that for your brand experience,” says Hill.
He points out that retailers can also benefit from the option
of having multiple rather than single logistics suppliers,
something enabled through the company’s new Delivery
Management Platform which connects retailers and carriers.
“There is a risk of having a one size fits all strategy on a global
basis for delivery because different markets have different
needs and one carrier may not be able to meet all your
customers’ expectations,” he says.
And retailers have to think beyond the order, as explained
earlier. “Think about what the customer receives when they
open their parcel on their kitchen table. Local language
delivery and returns notes are important to give a seamless
customer experience,” says Hill.
And of course this lead on to returns – another area where
international expectations can also vary wildly. “It’s important
to have your returns options localised and understand the
importance of this – for instance don’t offer home returns
where the preference is a drop-off point,” says Hill.
Indeed Electio is also working to help retailers centralise
such complexities. “We are developing a global returns portal
which will allow your customers to go online, transact and
decide on the best route to get product back to you,” he says.
Find out more about what happened on the day by viewing
the Connected Commerce website. You will be able to see
the Editor’s overview of the report, hear speakers present
their take on the importance of international and listen to
exclusive interviews and a panel discussion with all of the
partners involved.
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Who do you admire?
None of the retailers interviewed for this report were arrogant in their approach to international
expansion. Instead each realised the value and beauty of listening and learning from others. As ever
retailers look to their peers – both in their own sectors and in other markets too to see who is doing it
right so who did they admire and why?

“
“
“
“
“
“

“
”
“
”
“
”
”“
”
“
” “

I think the international expansion of
Zalando and Asos has been incredible. They aren’t
just operating in other markets; they’re significant
in other markets. There aren’t many retailers who
have achieved this.
Shaun Loughlin, managing director of FreestlyeXtreme

Ted Baker have had huge success
expanding into so many countries, as have
Top Shop, but Ted Baker have also managed to
elevate the brand overseas to make it even more
sought after.
David Abramson, international sales director at Animal

In terms of admiration for other players
we often look at Burberry as the benchmark for
International trading.
Simon Gaffey, international business
development director at Karen Millen

Boden consistently delivers on website
ease, range assortment and add-ons and speed
of delivery.
Vince Gunn, European managing director of Crocs

Nespresso since they offer the same
brand experience and concept and you feel you
can get the same experience everywhere.
Michel Koch, senior ecommerce director,
formerly of Maplins and Marks and Spencer.

Zalando have done very well and
looking at British retailers then I have to say
House of Fraser because they are in so many
markets. Asos have done a good job so far
although they have more to do around local
currencies. They have provided compelling and
inexpensive delivery and have set a good pace
on the international journey.
Colin Saunders, international ecommerce specialist,
previously with House of Fraser and Tesco

You admire different facets of retailers. For
example Burberry are very effective at branding
internationally. Asos meanwhile have a very good
service offering. You look at different companies
that are doing things very well and understand
what you can learn from different people.

”
”

Ben Dreyer, IT and operations director at Boden

Uber and Spotify. Like AO they are category
disruptors and they manage to do this in every
territory they enter.
Kevin Monk, group strategy director for AO.com
and managing director of ao.de

In fashion, Asos have made a pretty good
go of spreading themselves internationally. More
recently Farfetch are doing a nice job of bringing
their distinct offering of high quality fashion
in to Europe, driven again by a strong service
proposition, but also a great looking website and
an outstanding visual experience.
Robin Worthington, multichannel director of Office

”

I think Asos have nailed the balance
between several core localised offerings for
key markets that then appeal globally – this
approach allows them to capture almost
everybody, without having hundreds of small,
localised websites.
Richard O’Connor, CEO of Big Red Group

”

The new companies coming on-stream
have a great advantage because their businesses
are multichannel anyway and so when they look at
the UK and how to take that into an international
environment they aren’t having to backtrack and
have to deal with historic issues.

”
”

Richard Aquilina, head of international franchising
for Blue Inc and director of RLA Retail Consultants

Asos, simply for being at the
forefront and doing it successfully.
Jackie Hill, head of international at JD Williams
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Conclusion
AND SO, for another year, we come to the end of the international
journey and as ever what a journey it has been. We have explored the
international strategies and experiences of nearly 20 retailers and retail
experts to understand how, why and where they are expanding.
We have heard from retailers who are still at the early stages of
international expansion to retailers who have expanded successfully into
multiple markets and are inspiring their peers to do the same – remember
what a popular choice ASOS was in the admired retailers section?
The range of retailers who have given up their time to be interviewed
provides a powerful insight into the strategies and challenges that
businesses of all shapes and sizes have when expanding overseas and for
their time I am very grateful. This report really wouldn’t have been the
same without the input of you all and this year’s range of interviewees is
truly inspiring whatever stage of the international journey they are on. I
have of course to also say a big thank you to our sponsors whose insight
and expertise helped to shape the foundations of this report and who are
valuable partners for retailers looking overseas.
But what have we learnt? The lessons, in truth, haven’t really changed
too much for 2015. Retailers have to ensure their businesses are ready
for expansion from both a systems, processes and indeed cultural point
of view with everyone ready to embrace the new challenges it brings.
Retailers can’t assume that international expansion will work for them
simply because everyone else is doing it or the general market consensus
is that they “should” be doing it. If you are going to expand abroad you
have to do it for the right reasons not the wrong.
International expansion offers huge opportunity for new growth,
greater scalability and a worldwide brand presence. But it comes with
neither lack of challenges or risks. Delivery and returns remain as key
issues as they ever have been with increased focus now on where and
how to hold stock. Such trends are likely to continue to develop over the
coming twelve months.
Localisation is becoming more complicated than ever as customer
expectations rise. It’s no longer acceptable for a retailer serious about
international expansion to just assume that a quick translation of a website
counts as an internationalised, local site. Instead our research this year
points to retailers having to put more effort than ever into truly localised
content, messaging, marketing and merchandising.
All of this translates to the success of the transference of the retailer’s
brand experience overseas – or not. As hinted at above customers expect
more than ever from retailers and to deliver less than they expect risks
harming the brand experience in markets where you may only just be
getting your foot in the door. Our extensive spotlight case studies section
of this report highlights the brilliant work that many have already done
in this area of international expansion – whether they are just starting
out on the journey or are much more advanced and considering where
next. Reread that section and see what lessons you can learn to help you
boldly go where you may never have been before.
Bon voyage!
Liz Morrell
Research Editor
liz@internetretailing.net
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